ONE MAN’S DREAM

It began in 1981 when Ian Scott from the Rotary Club of Mornington, Victoria, proposed the establishment of a charitable fund, and to raise a minimum of $2 million for research into cot deaths.
ONE MAN’S DREAM

COT DEATH SYNDROME

Supporting healthier minds, bodies and communities through research, awareness and education
DONATIONS
YEAR END 30th JUNE 2010

$1,635,222
BECOME A FRIEND OR COMPANION
WITH YOUR DONATIONS

FRIENDS
Individual Donor Program
Friends $100 to Diamond Friend $2,500

COMPANIONS
Individual or Club
Companion $5,000 to Diamond Companion $100,000
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HOW DOES YOUR DONATION WORK IN SUPPORTING HEALTHIER MINDS, BODIES AND COMMUNITIES THROUGH RESEARCH, AWARENESS AND EDUCATION?
Funds to Research in 2011

Mental Health: $1,135,776

Funding Partner - All Health Areas: $1,427,844
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Dr Eoin Killackey
ORYGEN Research Institute, Vic

MENTAL ILLNESS

RESEARCH PROJECT GRANTS

$706,307

Grants for research in Mental Health for up to three years per project
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Dr Allison Milner
Griffith University, Qld

MENTAL ILLNESS

RESEARCH
PhD SCHOLARSHIP -
Ian Scott Scholars

$268,000

Named after the Founder - Financial support to PhD students conducting research into mental health

RESEARCH
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MENTAL ILLNESS

RESEARCH
POSTDOCTORAL
FELLOWSHIPS -
Royce Abbey, Geoffrey Betts and Colin Dodds

$150,000
Fellowships to early career researchers in the area of Mental Health

Dr Elizabeth Scarr
Mental Health Research Institute, Vic
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Dr Phillipa Collin
Inspire Foundation, NSW

MENTAL ILLNESS
SERVICES
EVALUATION
GRANTS
$11,469

Support research projects which are designed to evaluate and improve existing services.
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RESEARCH

ALL HEALTH AREAS – FUNDING PARTNERS

RESEARCH PROJECT GRANTS

$214,844

Research Grants for research in any health area
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RESEARCH

ALL HEALTH AREAS – FUNDING PARTNERS

RESEARCH
PhD SCHOLARSHIPS

$1,213,000

PhD Scholarships for research in any health area

India Bohanna
Howard Florey Institute, Vic
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RESEARCH

ALL HEALTH AREAS –
FUNDING PARTNERS

$29,000 Scholarship \textit{per annum}

$11,000 Rotary Club

$11,000 University

$7,000 Australian Rotary Health
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RESEARCH e- Newsletter
health probe
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OTHER
AUSTRALIAN ROTARY HEALTH PROGRAMS
Funds to Programs in 2011

- **Indigenous Health Scholarship**: $400,000
- **Rural Medical Scholarship**: $20,000
- **Rural & Indigenous Nursing Scholarships**: $50,000
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INDIGENOUS HEALTH SCHOLARSHIP

- Rotary Club in partnership with State or Commonwealth Government funding

- Scholarship available to students that have completed at least one year at university in any health related course

- Full Scholarship cost to a Rotary Club is $2,500 - student receives $5,000

James Charles – Podiatry
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RURAL MEDICAL SCHOLARSHIPS

- 3 Year Pilot Program (2007 – 2009) organised by Australian Rotary Health

- Program now available for Rotary clubs to sponsor students for rural clinical placement

- Cost to the Rotary Clubs $5,500
RURAL NURSING SCHOLARSHIPS

- Program has been available since 2007 in NSW and Queensland – now available Australia wide

- Program available for Rotary clubs to sponsor Post Graduation Year

- Cost to the Rotary Clubs $13,750
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RURAL MEDICAL & NURSING SCHOLARSHIPS

e- Newsletter - Rural Yarn

Serving the Country for Over 20 Years

Over the last decade, the roles of rural nurses have broadened from bedside care to more autonomous roles within rural centres. The rural nurse is now addressing health problems more proactively, rather than being reactive. The role of rural nurses are now more focused on preventive health care which brings about a change in the way of thinking that is moving rural health care professionals towards primary health care providers. Now, rural nurses are no longer only providing health care, but promoting health and wellbeing to the community.

The demand for qualified nurses is growing, and the focus on new training models means that many rural nurses are now delivering care in new and innovative ways to meet the needs of their communities.

Fact File:
- People living in remote areas had higher rates of hospitalization than those living in major cities
- Nurses are the single largest group of all health workers
- Rural and remote nurses need more training and professional development opportunities
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www.australianrotaryhealth.org.au
MENTAL HEALTH FIRST AID

- Sponsored by the Commonwealth Government

- Rotary Clubs hosting a 12 hour Mental Health First Aid Course

- Offered to Rotary Clubs that held Forums under the Australian Government Contract
DONATION GIFT CARDS

Customise your message – possible Guest Speaker Gift
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AUSTRALIAN ROTARY HEALTH MERCHANDISE
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Billy & Bella Bear
Eco Bags
WEBSITE

www.australianrotaryhealth.org.au

Password and Log-in for the secure Rotary area is Rotarians District Number e.g. 9500, 9830 etc
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SHARE YOUR PUBLIC RELATIONS!

Send your stories and photo in to Parramatta – spread the word

Australian Rotary Health
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DONATION GIFT CARDS
If you are looking for a unique gift for someone special, a donation made on their behalf to Australian Rotary Health, to make a significant contribution to the health and well being of future Australians.
Read more...

Rotary Clubs Fundraising Activities
Rotary Clubs have many ways to raise funds for Australian Rotary Health. These events create interest within local communities as well as other Rotary Clubs.

This page will be continually updated with Rotary Club projects when they become available.

- Rotary Club of Blacktown City - Mel Grays Elke Rides
- Rotary Club of Cairns Sunrise - The Great Australian Wheel Barrow Race
- Rotary Club of Devonport - Cuddly Critters
- Rotary Club of Epping - Goodwill Charity Card Shop
- Rotary Club of Parramatta City - Annual Golf Challenge
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SUPPORTING HEALTHIER MINDS, BODIES AND COMMUNITIES THROUGH RESEARCH, AWARENESS AND EDUCATION